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irrevocable hostile action was taken by the Turkish Gov-
ernment against the Khalifate. The publication of this
letter and its implied criticism of the government ad-
dressed was held by the Grand National Assembly to be
an act of treason and an indication of a desire to over-
throw the existing regime.
For a long time there has existed in Turkey the strange
condition of states within a state in the situation of self-
governing religious communities, these communities hav-
ing entire religious jurisdiction over their members and
also a great deal of secular jurisdiction. Such communi-
ties have been known as "millets," those of the Greeks
and Armenians being the most important. Presided over
by their patriarchs and bishops who in reality were po-
litical rulers, they have made almost impossible any unity
within the Turkish state. The Greek Archbishop, for
example, with all his trappings of an ancient Byzantine
king, presented to the eyes of the mass of Greeks in
Anatolia a symbol of their political entity. A member
of a wealthy Greek family of Anatolia was at one time
attending Greek high mass with the writer; when the
Greek Archbishop put on his robes, the historical robes
of the Byzantine ruler, the Greek turned and said in
French, "I bow with the others, although I have no belief
in the church; but, there stands my king."
Such a condition as that presented by the "millet"1
*CoL Jasper T. Brinton, former member of the American Military Mis-
sion to Armenia and Transcaucasia, now Judge of the Mixed Courts in
Egypt, has contributed the folio-wing discussion of the millet system under
the old Turkish government:—
In Turkey, the division according to religion rather than nationality, is
expressed by the existence within the Empire of a large number of Mghfy
organized and powerful religious communities presided over by patriarchs,
bishops or other heads, and enjoying large privileges of self-government.
The justification or rather the necessity of this state of affairs lay in the
recognition of the obvious fact that these Christian communities could not
be governed by the law of the Koran which at that time was applied as
the law of civil as well as of religious rule, and in the desire of the state
to rid itself of the responsibilities and embarrassment incident to interven-
ing in their local concerns.

